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CONDITIONALLY FREE REDUCED PRODUCTS OF
HILBERT SPACES
OCTAVIO ARIZMENDI, MIGUEL BALLESTEROS,
AND FRANCISCO TORRES-AYALA
Abstract. We present a product of pairs of pointed Hilbert spaces
that, in the context of Boze˙jko, Leinert and Speicher’s theory of con-
ditionally free probability, plays the role of the reduced free product
of pointed Hilbert spaces, and thus gives a unified construction for the
natural notions of independence defined by Muraki.
We additionally provide important applications of this construction.
We prove that, assuming minor restrictions, for any pair of conditionally
free algebras there are copies of them that are conditionally free and
also free, a property that is frequently assumed (as hypothesis) to prove
several results in the literature. Finally, we give a short proof of the
linearization property of the cR-transform (the analog of Voiculescu’s
R-transform in the context of conditionally free probability).
1. Introduction
Non-commutative probability is a theory that naturally arises from the
description of expectation values of observables (non commutative random
variables) in quantum mechanics. It is a well-established concept that is
widely used in communities of physicists, mathematicians and mathematical
physicists, and it is well-known since the beginning of quantum mechanics.
In the early 90’s, an innovative idea was introduced by Voiculescu that
created a new branch in mathematics, which is called free probability. A
key contribution of Voiculescu is a definition of independence for random
variables that is the non-commutative version of independence in the com-
mutative case, which is a central concept in probability theory. The notion
of independence is necessarily attached to constructions products that pro-
vide independent (non-commutative) random variables (similar to the Kol-
mogorov extension theorem for the commutative case). Since the original
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input of Voiculescu, several notions of independence and their correspond-
ing (free) products were introduced, each one of them used to solve specific
problems.
In this paper we present for the first time a unified version of (free) prod-
uct that contains and generalizes all notions of (free) products so far in-
troduced in the context of independence for non-commutative random vari-
ables, see [10]. Our construction can be viewed as an analog of the product
associated to the theory of conditionally free probability by Boze˙jko, Leinert
and Speicher, for pointed Hilbert spaces.
The notion of conditionally free independence was introduced first by
Boz˙ejko in the context of harmonic analysis in [3], and later by Boze˙jko and
Speicher in [4] and [5], using C˚-algebras. It is called ψ-independence in [4]
and it is defined as follows (see [5]):
Definition 1.1. Let pA, ϕ, ψq be a unital algebra with two distinguished
states, ϕ and ψ. A family of unital sub-algebras tAιuιPF is called condi-
tionally free (c. free for short), with respect to pϕ, ψq, if for any natural
n ě 2, indices κi P F with κ1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ κn and elements ai P Aκi, the relation
ψpaiq “ 0, for all i, implies ϕpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ ϕpa1q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕpanq.
A product associated to the concept “c. free” is provided in [4] in the
following way:
Definition 1.2. Let F be a set of indices. For every ι in F , let pAι, ϕι, ψιq
be a unital C˚-algebra with two states, ϕι and ψι. A pair pAˆ, ϕˆq, where Aˆ
is a unital C˚-algebra and ϕˆ is a state on Aˆ, is called a reduced ψ-product
for tpAι, ϕι, ψιquιPF if the following properties hold:
(1) there exist unital ˚-homomorphisms jι : Aι Ñ Aˆ such that Aˆ is
generated by YιPF jιpAιq;
(2) ϕˆ ˝ jι “ ϕι for all ι in F ;
(3) for every natural number n ě 2, every set of indices tκ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , κnu Ă
F with κ1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ κn and every ai P Aκi, i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨nu, such that
ψκipaiq “ 0, for every i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨nu, we have
ϕˆpjκ1pa1q ¨ ¨ ¨ jκnpanqq “ ϕκ1pa1q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕκnpanq. (1)
The existence of ψ-products is proved in [4] under general conditions:
Theorem 1.3. [4] For each family tpAι, ϕι, ψιquιPF of unital C
˚-algebras
with two states, there exists a reduced ψ-product pAˆ, ϕˆq.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 in [4] uses GNS representations with respect to
the sates ϕι and ψι, for every ι P F . They choose particular representations
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in such a way that for every ι P F the Hilbert spaces associated to ϕι and
ψι coincide.
In this work we present a similar construction but instead of taking the
same space for both states we take different spaces for each state, Hι for
ϕι and Kι for ψι (see Theorem 3.10 below). While this might seem to be
a minor modification, having different spaces gives more flexibility and it
leads to a product, that we call the conditionally free product of pairs of
Hilbert spaces, along with natural embeddings.
An advantage of the conditionally free product that we present in this
paper is that it contains (and generalizes) all products so far introduced in
the context of independent random variables in the non-commutative case.
It naturally interpolates the constructions for products in the free, Boolean,
monotone and orthogonal notions of independence. Each one of these no-
tions of independence has a natural product of Hilbert spaces associated to
them. For free independce the product is the reduced free product emerged
from the works of Avitzur in [1] and Voiculescu in [15]; for the Boolean and
monotone notions of independence, it is usually the tensor product; lastly,
more recently, Lenczewski introduced the notion of orthogonal independence
in [8], along with an orthogonal product of Hilbert spaces. The product that
we propose completes this picture and unifies all these constructions.
An important application of our construction is the following: It is as-
sumed in several sources (see [12] and [13], for example) that conditionally
free algebras with respect to the states ϕ and ψ, see Definition 1.1, are also
free with respect to ψ - see Definition 2.1. Although a general character-
ization of when c. free algebras are also free is still an open question, in
this paper we give a satisfactory answer in the following sense: given c. free
algebras we can always find, under mild assumptions, copies of them that
are conditionally free and also free (in the way it is specified above), see
Theorem 4.4.
This paper is divided in five sections. In Section 2 we provide basic
definitions of the various types of independence. In Section 3 we construct
the conditionally free product of pairs of pointed Hilbert spaces that we
introduce in this paper, along with embeddings of operators. In Section 4
we prove Theorem 4.4 (we explain above the content of this theorem) and
in Section 5 we prove the linearization property of cR.
2. Basic definitions and notations
Two Hilbert spaces, H and K, are isomorphic, denoted H » K, if there
is a unitary operator U : H Ñ K.
For a Hilbert space H , BpHq denotes the bounded operators on H .
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By a pointed Hilbert space we mean a pair pH, ξq, where H is a complex
Hilbert space and ξ is a unit vector in H . Given a pointed vector space
pH, ξq we denote
Ho :“ H a Cξ “ th P H : xh, ξyH “ 0u,
and we let Pξ, P
K
ξ : H Ñ H stand for the orthogonal projections onto Cξ
and Ho, respectively. Hence PKξ “ idH ´Pξ. We frequently denote the
elements in Ho by ho.
For a unital algebra A, a state of A is a linear functional ϕ : A Ñ C
that satisfies ϕp1Aq “ 1. If in addition A is a ˚-algebra we request that
ϕpa˚aq ě 0 for any a. A non commutative probability space is a pair pA, ϕq
where A is an algebra and ϕ is a state of A.
2.1. Free independence.
Definition 2.1 (Voiculescu, [15]). Let pA, ϕq denote a non commutative
probability space. A pair of unital sub-algebras Aα and Aβ are called freely
independent, with respect to ϕ if, given a natural n ě 2, indices κ1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰
κn in tα, βu, and elements ai P Aκi with ϕpaiq “ 0, for all i, it holds that
ϕpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ 0.
Now we recall Voiculescu’s construction for reduced free product of Hilbert
spaces and regular left representations.
Given two pointed Hilbert spaces, pHα, ξαq and pHβ, ξβq, its reduced free
product, denoted pHα, ξαq ˚ pHβ, ξβq “ pH, ξq, is given by
H :“ Cξ ‘
à
ně1
à
i1‰¨¨¨‰in
Hoi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bH
o
in
.
Here we choose the symbol ξ to denote a distinguished element in H , with
norm 1.
We also have embeddings of BpHιq into BpHq given as follows: for fixed
ι let
Hpιq :“ Cξ
à
ně1
à
i1‰¨¨¨‰in
i1‰ι
Hoi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bH
o
in
.
We observe thatHιbHpιq » H . This isomorphism is given by the unitary
operator Vι : H Ñ Hι bHpιq, defined in the following way:
Vιpξq “ ξι b ξ,
and for hoj P H
o
κj
, κ1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ κn,
Vιph
o
1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b h
o
nq “
$&
%
ho1 b ph
o
2 b ¨ ¨ ¨h
o
nq, if κ1 “ ι and n ě 2,
ho1 b ξ, if κ1 “ ι and n “ 1,
ξι b ph
o
1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b h
o
nq, if κ1 ‰ ι.
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We define an embedding from BpHιq into BpHq by
T ÞÑ λιpT q :“ V
´1
ι pT b idHpιqqVι.
It is well known (see [19]) that the algebras λαpBpHαqq and λβpBpHβqq
are freely independent, with respect to the vector state at ξ.
2.2. Boolean independence.
Definition 2.2 (Speicher, Woroudi, [14]). Let pA, ϕq denote a non commu-
tative probability space. A pair of non-unital sub-algebras of A, Aα and Aβ,
are Boolean independent, with respect to ϕ if, whenever there is a natural
number n ě 2, indices κ1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ κn in tα, βu, and elements ai P Aκi, it
holds that
ϕpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ ϕpa1q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕpanq.
In Boolean independence, it is common to use the tensor product as the
base space to construct Boolean products (see [7]). But one can take a
smaller space to achieve the same result.
Given a pair of pointed Hilbert spaces, pHα, ξαq and pHβ, ξβq, we define
its Boolean product as
pH, ξq “ pHα, ξαq Z pHβ, ξβq,
where
H “: Hoβ ‘ Cξ ‘H
o
α.
Here we choose the symbol ξ to denote a distinguished element in H , with
norm 1.
We set the maps Vι : H Ñ Hι given by
Vιphq “
$&
%
ξι, if h “ ξ
h, if h P Hoι
0, otherwise.
Using these maps we define the embeddings from BpHιq into BpHq by
T ÞÑ V ˚ι TVι.
Then the sub-algebras
tV ˚α TαVα : Tα P BpHαqu, tV
˚
β TβVβ : Tβ P BpHβqu,
are non-unital and Boolean independent with respect to the vector state at
ξ.
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2.3. Monotone independence. In this type of independence we have to
assume that the set of indexes F is totally ordered.
For a sequence of indices
κ1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ κn
with n ě 2, we say that κp is a peak in the sequence if either
(1) 1 ă p ă n, κp´1 ă κp and κp ą κp`1, or;
(2) p “ 1 and κ1 ą κ2, or;
(3) p “ n and κn´1 ă κn.
Definition 2.3 (Muraki, [9]). Two sub-algebras Aα and Aβ (where we
are assuming the ordering α ă β) are called monotone independent, with
respect to ϕ if, given n ě 2, indices κ1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ κn in tα, βu, and elements
ai P Aκi, it holds that
ϕpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ anq “ ϕpapqϕpa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aˇp ¨ ¨ ¨ anq,
where by aˇp we mean that the element is omitted and p is the first peak in
the sequence κ1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ κn.
For a pair of pointed Hilbert spaces pHα, ξαq and pHβ, ξβq, we define its
monotone product by pH, ξq, where
H :“
´
Hoβ bH
o
α
¯
‘Hoα ‘ Cξ ‘H
o
β,
and we choose the symbol ξ to denote a distinguished element in H , with
norm 1. Notice that H is unitarily equivalent to Hβ bHα.
For every ι P tα, βu we set the maps Vι : H Ñ Hι, given by
Vιphq “
$&
%
ξι, if h “ ξ
h, if h P Hoι
0, otherwise.
In addition, we define the map V
p0q
β : H Ñ Hβ bH
o
α as follows
V
p0q
β phq “
$&
%
ξβ b h, if h P H
o
α
h, if h P Hoβ bH
o
α
0, otherwise.
The maps above induce the embeddings
Tα P BpHαq ÞÑ V
˚
α TαVα, Tβ P BpHβq ÞÑ V
˚
β TβVβ ` V
p0q˚
β pTβ b idHoαqV
p0q
β ,
and the sub-algebras
tV ˚α TαVα : Tα P BpHαqu, tV
˚
β TβVβ ` V
p0q˚
β pTβ b idHoαqV
p0q
β : Tβ P BpTβqu
are non-unital and monotone independent with respect to the vector state
at ξ.
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2.4. Orthogonal independence.
Definition 2.4 (Lenczewski, [8]). Let pA, ϕ, ψq denote a unital algebra with
a pair of states and let Aα, Aβ be two non-unital sub-algebras of A. We
say that Aβ is orthogonal to Aα, with respect to pϕ, ψq if
(1) ϕpba2q “ ϕpa1bq “ 0;
(2) ϕpw1a1ba2w2q “ ψpbqpϕpw1a1a2w2q ´ ϕpw1a1qϕpa2w2qq;
for any a1, a2 elements in Aα, b in Aβ and w1, w2 elements in the algebra
generated by Aα and Aβ.
Given a pair of pointed Hilbert spaces, pHα, ξαq, pHβ, ξβq, the orthogonal
product pH, ξq “ pHα, ξαq $ pHβ, ξβq is defined by
H “ Cξ ‘Hoα ‘
´
Hoβ bH
o
α
¯
.
Here we choose the symbol ξ to denote a distinguished element in H , with
norm 1.
In this case we set the embeddings
T P BpHαq ÞÑ ταpT q :“ U
˚pT b PξβqU P BpHq,
S P BpHβq ÞÑ τβpSq :“ U
˚pPKξα b SqU P BpHq,
where U : H Ñ Hα bHβ is the isometry given by
Upξq “ ξα b ξβ, Uph
o
αq “ h
o
α b ξβ, Uph
o
β b h
o
αq “ h
o
α b h
o
β.
In [8] Lenczewski proved the next result.
Theorem 2.5. Let pH, ξq “ pHα, ξαq $ pHβ, ξβq, and let ϕ, ϕα and ϕβ
be the states associated to ξ, ξα and ξβ, respectively. We take a unit vector
η P Ho and let ψ denote the state of BpHq associated with it. Then
(1) τβpBpHβqq is orthogonal to ταpBpHαqq with respect to pϕ, ψq;
(2) ϕ ˝ τα agrees with ϕα on BpHαq;
(3) ψ ˝ τβ agrees with ϕβ on BpHβq.
3. Conditionally Free Products of pointed Hilbert Spaces
3.1. Construction. In this section we present the construction of what we
call the conditionally free product of pairs of pointed Hilbert spaces. The
construction can be done for any finite number of pairs of pointed Hilbert
spaces but for sake of clarity we write all definitions and proofs for only two
pairs.
We start with some notation.
Given a natural number n ě 1 and a set F , a function from t1, . . . , nu
to F will be denoted by i “ pi1, . . . , inq, implying that m is mapped to im
under i. The empty function will be denoted as H. We write F rNs for the
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set of all functions of the form i “ pi1, . . . , inq, n ě 1. For a function i
in F rNs Y tHu, we defined its length as |i| “ n, with the convention that
|H| “ 0.
Definition 3.1. Given two pairs of pointed Hilbert spaces, ppHi, ξiq, pKi, ηiqq,
i P tα, βu, their conditionally free product (abbreviated c. free product) is
defined as the pair
ppHα, ξαq, pKα, ηαqq ˚ ppHβ, ξβq, pKβ, ηβqq :“ ppH, ξq, pK, ηqq,
where:
(1) pK, ηq is Voiculescu’s free product space pKα, ηαq ˚ pKβ, ηβq.
(2) Regarding pH, ξq,
H :“
` 8à
m“1
à
j1‰j2‰¨¨¨‰jm‰α
Koj1 bK
o
j2
b ¨ ¨ ¨ bKojm bH
o
α
˘
‘ Hoα ‘ Cξ ‘H
o
β
‘
` 8à
n“1
à
i1‰i2‰¨¨¨‰in‰β
Koi1 bK
o
i2
b ¨ ¨ ¨ bKoin bH
o
β
˘
,
where ξ is a distinguished unit vector.
Notation 3.2. Let F “ tα, βu and ι in F . We define
Ipιq :“ ti “ pi1, . . . , inq P F
rNs : i1 ‰ i2 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ in´1 ‰ in ‰ ιu Y tHu.
Given i “ pi1, . . . , inq P Ipιq, with n ě 1, we set:
Koi :“ K
o
i1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ bKoin
and
KoH “ C.
We also take the convention that
KoH b L “ L,
for any Hilbert space L.
With this notation we can rewrite the first component of the c. free
product of Hilbert spaces as:
H “
ˆ à
jPIpαq
Koj bH
o
α
˙
‘ Cξ ‘
ˆ à
iPIpβq
Koi bH
o
β
˙
Remark 3.3. The c. free product of Hilbert spaces contains the free,
Boolean, monotone and orthogonal products of Hilbert spaces.
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(1) For the free product, set Hi “ Ki, ξi “ ηi, i P tα, βu, to obtain
H “
ˆ à
jPIpαq
Hoj bH
o
α
˙
‘ Cξ ‘
ˆ à
iPIpβq
Hoi bH
o
β
˙
,
which is the usual free product pHα, ξαq ˚ pHβ, ξβq.
(2) For the Boolean product, set Ki “ C, ηi “ 1, i P tα, βu. In this
situation, Koi “ t0u, for any i P Ipιq, wit |i| ě 1, ι P tα, βu, so that
H “ Hoα ‘ Cξ ‘H
o
β,
which equals pH1, ξαq Z pH2, ξβq.
(3) For the monotone product, set Kα “ C, ηα “ 1, Hβ “ Kβ, ξβ “ ηβ.
In this case: Koi “ t0u for any i P Ipβq, with |i| ě 1; Kj “ t0u for
any j P Ipαq with |j| ě 2; Koβ “ H
o
β. Hence
H “ Hoβ bH
o
α ‘H
o
α ‘ Cξ ‘H
o
β,
which is, in a natural way, unitarily isomorphic to Hα bHβ.
(4) For Lenczewski’s orthogonal product, set Kα “ C, ηα “ 1, Hβ “
C, ηβ “ 1. In this case: K
o
j “ t0u for any j P Ipαq, with |j| ě 2;
Hoβ “ t0u. Hence
H “ Koβ bH
o
α ‘H
o
α ‘ Cξ,
which, in Lenczewski’s notation, is pHα, ξαq $ pKβ, ηβq.
3.2. Embeddings. Now that we have introduced the c. free product of
Hilbert spaces, the next step is to find a way to embed operators into the
bounded operators of the c. free product, in such a way that the embedding
preserves the original states. In order to accomplish this we write H in
different ways, according to which pair of operators, either from BpHαq ˆ
BpKαq or BpHβq ˆ BpKβq, we want to embed.
Firstly, let us denote
Ipκ; ιq :“ ti “ pi1, . . . , inq P Ipιq : i1 “ κu, κ P tα, βu,
and, for the rest of the discussion, we use the notation α “ β, β “ α.
For instance, the element in Ipιq of length 1, namely pιq, belongs to Ipι; ιq.
The element in Ipιq of length 0, namely H, belongs to Ipι; ιq.
Notice that we can express Ipιq as
Ipιq “ tHu \ Ipι; ιq \ I˜pι; ιq,
where
I˜pι; ιq :“ t˜i P Ipιq : i˜ “ pι, iq, i P Ipι; ιqu,
and by \ we denote the disjoint union.
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On the other hand, Ipιq can also be rewritten as
Ipιq “ Ipι; ιq \ Iˇpι; ιq,
where
Iˇpι; ιq :“ tˇi P Ipιq : iˇ “ pι, iq, i P Ipι; ιqu,
and we take the convention that pι,Hq “ pιq.
With this notation we can rewrite the c. free product of Hilbert spaces
in the following two forms:
H “
ˆ à
jPIpβ;αq
Koj bH
o
α ‘K
o
α bK
o
j bH
o
α
˙
‘ Cξ ‘Hoα
‘
ˆ à
iPIpβ;βq
Koi bH
o
β ‘K
o
α bK
o
i bH
o
β
˙
“
ˆ à
jPIpα;αq
Koj bH
o
α ‘K
o
β bK
o
j bH
o
α
˙
‘ Cξ ‘Hoβ ‘
ˆ à
iPIpα,βq
Koi bH
o
β ‘K
o
β bK
o
i bH
o
β
˙
,
which, for general ι P tα, βu, can be written as
H “
ˆ à
jPIpι;ιq
Koj bH
o
ι ‘K
o
ι bK
o
j bH
o
ι
˙
‘Cξ ‘Hoι
‘
ˆ à
iPIpι;ιq
Koi bH
o
ι ‘K
o
ι bK
o
i bH
o
ι
˙
. (2)
Notation 3.4. With the purpose of simplifying notation, for a given ι
in tα, βu, operators in BpHιq and BpKιq will be denoted by Tι and Sι,
respectively.
Now we proceed to the constructions of the embeddings. Given an oper-
ator Tι in BpHιq we let
T
pHq
ι : Cξ ‘H
o
ι Ñ Cξ ‘H
o
ι
ξ ÞÑ xTιξι, ξιyξ ` P
K
ξι
Tιpξιq
ho ÞÑ xTιh
o, ξιyξ ` P
K
ξι
Tιph
oq, for every ho P Hoι .
In other words, T
pHq
ι is the operator that makes the following diagram com-
mutative
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Cξ ‘Hoι
T
pHq
ι //❴❴❴
U
pιq
H

Cξ ‘Hoι
Hι
Tι // Hι
pU
pιq
H q
˚
OO
where U
pιq
H is the unitary operator that implements the natural isomorphism
from Cξ ‘ Hoι onto Hι , i.e. U
pιq
H is unitary and U
pιq
H ξ “ ξι and U
pιq
H h “ h,
for every h P Hoι .
Given an operator Sι in BpKιq, we use Eq. (2) to define multiple copies
of Sι. Fix κ an element in tα, βu. For every l P Ipι; κq, we define:
Splqι : K
o
l bH
o
κ ‘K
o
ι bK
o
l bH
o
κ Ñ K
o
l bH
o
κ ‘K
o
ι bK
o
l bH
o
κ
kol b h
o
κ ÞÑ xSιηι, ηιyk
o
l b h
o
κ ` pP
K
ηι
Sιηιq b k
o
l b h
o
κ
koι b k
o
l b h
o
κ ÞÑ xSιk
o
ι , ηιyk
o
l b h
o
κ ` pP
K
ηι
Sιk
o
ι q b k
o
l b h
o
ι .
In other words, S
plq
ι is the operator that makes the following diagram com-
mutative
Kol bH
o
κ ‘K
o
ι bK
o
l bH
o
κ
S
plq
ι //❴❴❴
Ul

Kol bH
o
κ ‘K
o
ι bK
o
l bH
o
κ
Kι bK
o
l bH
o
κ
SιbIdKo
l
bHoκ
// Kι bK
o
l bH
o
κ,
U˚
l
OO
where Ul is the unitary operator that implements the natural isomorphism
Kol bH
o
κ ‘K
o
ι bK
o
l bH
o
κ » Cηι bK
o
l bH
o
κ ‘K
o
ι bK
o
l bH
o
κ
» pCηι ‘K
o
ι q bK
o
l bH
o
κ
» Kι bK
o
l bH
o
κ.
Definition 3.5. Given a pair pTι, Sιq in BpHιq ˆ BpKιq, we use Eq. (2) to
define ΛpTι,Sιq P BpHq by
ΛpTι,Sιq :“
à
jPIpι,ιq
S
pjq
ι ‘ T
pHq
ι ‘
à
iPIpι,ιq
Spiqι .
Notice that each S
plq
ι or T
pHq
ι are just copies of Sι and Tι, respectively.
Hence we can think the operator ΛpTι,Sιq as acting on the c. free product of
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Hilbert spaces in the following way:
¨ ¨ ¨ Koα bK
o
β bH
o
αmm
Sα
22
‘ Koβ bH
o
α
vv
Sβ
''
‘ Hoα ff
Tα
99
‘ Cξ
yy
Tβ
$$
‘ Hoβ gg
Sα
33
‘ Koα bH
o
β ¨ ¨ ¨
In the diagram above, each arrow links two spaces, name them A and
B; notice that the operator ΛpTι,Sιq is reduced by A ‘ B and the action of
ΛpTι,Sιq on A‘B is, modulo a unitary equivalence, the same as Tι acting of
Hι or Sι acting on Kι.
The following lemma summarizes the main properties of the map pTι, Sιq ÞÑ
ΛpTι,Sιq.
Lemma 3.6. Fix ι in tα, βu and let P : H Ñ H denote the orthogonal
projection onto Cξ ‘Hoι .
The map
BpHιq ˆ BpKιq Ñ BpHq
pTι, Sιq ÞÑ ΛpTι,Sιq,
satisfies:
(1) For any operators Tι, T˜ι, Sι, S˜ι:
ΛpTι,SιqP “ ΛpTι,S˜ιqP,
ΛpTι,SιqP
K “ ΛpT˜ι,SιqP
K.
(2) For any scalar α
ΛpαTι,αSιq “ αΛpTι,Sιq.
(3) For any operators Tι1 , Tι2 P BpHιq, Sι1, Sι2 P BpKιq
ΛpTι1`Tι2 ,Sι1 qP “ ΛpTι1 ,Sι1qP ` ΛpTι2 ,Sι1qP,
ΛpTι1 ,Sι1`Sι2 qP
K “ ΛpTι1 ,Sι1qP
K ` ΛpTι1 ,Sι2qP
K,
ΛpTι2Tι1 ,Sι2Sι1 q “ ΛpTι2 ,Sι2qΛpTι1 ,Sι1 q,
Λ˚pTι,Sιq “ ΛpT˚ι ,S˚ι q.
(4) If ΛpT,Sq “ 0 then S “ 0 “ T .
(5) }ΛpTι,Sιq} ď maxt}T }, }S}u.
Proof. The proof of all properties follows from the next observation.
Fix ι in tα, βu. Given κ in tα, βu and l in Ipι; κq, let us denote
Hplq “ Kol bH
o
κ ‘K
o
ι bK
o
l bH
o
κ.
By construction, operators of the form ΛpTι,Sιq are reduced by the sub-
spaces Hplq.
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
Remark 3.7. The maps introduced in Definition 3.5, when specialized to
each one of the free, Boolean, monotone and orthogonal types of indepen-
dence, correspond to the natural embeddings in each case.
Lemma 3.9 below is an important technical tool that we use to prove
several results. In particular we use it to prove Theorem 3.10 below, which
gives an alternative proof to the proof of Theorem 1.3 (see [4]), in the case
that F contains only two elements. Our result is slightly stronger than the
one in Theorem 1.3 because in our case we construct a state ϕˆ which is a
vector state. Lemma 3.9 is also useful to prove Theorem 4.4, which is one
of our main results.
Notation 3.8. Let ϕξ, ϕξα and ϕξβ denote the vector states at the vectors
ξ P H , ξα P Hα, ξβ P Hβ, respectively.
Lemma 3.9. Let r ě 1 be a natural number and let
tTαp1q, . . . , Tαprqu Ă BpHαq, tSαp1q, . . . , Sαprqu Ă BpKαq,
tTβp1q, . . . , Tβprqu Ă BpHβq, tSβp1q, . . . , Sβprqu Ă BpKβq,
be subsets of operators such that:
xSαpjqηα, ηαy “ 0 “ xSβpjqηβ, ηβy, for all 1 ď j ď r.
Take tΛiu1ďiďn an alternating sequence of elements from tΛpTαpjq,Sαpjqqu
r
j“1
and tΛpTβpjq,Sβpjqqu
r
j“1.
For simplicity we write Λi “ ΛpTΛi ,SΛiq and
ξΛi “
"
ξα if Λi is of the form ΛpTα,Sαq,
ξβ if Λi is of the form ΛpTβ ,Sβq.
ηΛi “
"
ηα if Λi is of the form ΛpTα,Sαq,
ηβ if Λi is of the form ΛpTβ ,Sβq.
With this notation we have:
Λn ¨ ¨ ¨Λ1ξ “ pP
K
ηΛn
SΛnηΛnq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pP
K
ηΛ2
SΛ2ηΛ2q b pP
K
ξΛ1
TΛ1ξΛ1q
` pPKηΛnSΛnηΛnq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pP
K
ηΛ2
TΛ2ξΛ2qϕξΛ1 pTΛ1q
...
` pPKξΛnTΛnξΛnqϕξΛn´1 pTΛn´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕξΛ1 pTΛ1q
` ξϕξΛn pTΛnqϕξΛn´1 pTΛn´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕξΛ1 pTΛ1q.
Notice that, in order to make the result clearer, scalars are multiplied from
the right.
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Proof. We use induction on n.
For n “ 1, the definition of Λ1 gives:
Λ1ξ “ P
K
ξΛ1
TΛ1ξΛ1 ` xTΛ1ξΛ1, ξΛ1yξ
“ PKξΛ1
TΛ1ξΛ1
` ξϕξpΛ1q.
We assume that the result holds for n and prove it for n`1. By induction
hypothesis we have:
Λn`1Λn ¨ ¨ ¨Λ1ξ “ Λn`1ppP
K
ηΛn
SΛnηΛnq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pP
K
ηΛ2
SΛ2ηΛ2q b pP
K
ξΛ1
TΛ1ξΛ1qq
` Λn`1ppP
K
ηΛn
SΛnηΛnq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pP
K
ηΛ2
TΛ2ξΛ2qqϕξΛ1 pTΛ1q
...
` Λn`1pP
K
ξΛn
TΛnξΛnqϕξΛn´1 pTΛn´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕξΛ1 pTΛ1q
` Λn`1pξqϕξΛn pTΛnqϕξΛn´1 pTΛn´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕξΛ1 pTΛ1q.
Fix j with 1 ď j ď n and let us denote
w “ pPKηΛnSΛnηΛnq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pP
K
ηΛj`1
SΛj`1ηΛj`1q b pP
K
ξΛj
TΛjξΛj q.
Since the Λi’s are alternating, it follows from the definition of the opera-
tors SΛ’s that
Λn`1pwq “ xSΛn`1ηΛn`1 , ηΛn`1yw ` pP
K
ηΛn`1
SΛn`1ηΛn`1q b w
“ 0` pPKηΛn`1SΛn`1ηΛn`1q b w.
Hence we have
Λn`1Λn ¨ ¨ ¨Λ1ξ “ pP
K
ηΛn`1
SΛn`1ηΛn`1q b pP
K
ηΛn
SΛnηΛnq b ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ bpPKηΛ2SΛ2ηΛ2q b pP
K
ξΛ1
TΛ1ξΛ1q
` pPKηΛn`1SΛn`1ηΛn`1q b pP
K
ηΛn
SΛnηΛnq b ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ bpPKηΛ3SΛ3ηΛ3q b pP
K
ηΛ2
TΛ2ξΛ2qϕξΛ1 pTΛ1q
...
` pPKηΛn`1
SΛn`1ηΛn`1q b pP
K
ξΛn
TΛnξΛnqϕξΛn´1 pTΛn´1q ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ϕξΛ1 pTΛ1q
` Λn`1pξqpϕξΛn pTΛnqϕξΛn´1 pTΛn´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕξΛ1 pTΛ1qq
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Lastly, using
Λn`1pξq “ pP
K
ξΛn`1
TΛn`1ξΛn`1q ` ξϕξΛn`1 pTΛn`1q,
we conclude that
Λn`1Λn ¨ ¨ ¨Λ1ξ “ pP
K
ηΛn`1
SΛn`1ηΛn`1q b pP
K
ηΛn
SΛnηΛnq b ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ bpPKηΛ2SΛ2ηΛ2q b pP
K
ξΛ1
TΛ1ξΛ1q
` pPKηΛn`1SΛn`1ηΛn`1q b pP
K
ηΛn
SΛnηΛnq b ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ bpPKηΛ2TΛ2ξΛ2qϕξΛ1 pTΛ1q
...
` pPKηΛn`1
SΛn`1ηΛn`1q b pP
K
ξΛn
TΛnξΛnqϕξΛn´1 pΛn´1q ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ϕξΛ1 pTΛ1q
` pPKξΛn`1
TΛn`1ξΛn`1qϕξΛn pTΛnqϕξΛn´1 pTΛn´1q ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ϕξΛ1 pTΛ1q
` ξϕξΛn`1 pTΛn`1qϕξΛn pTΛnqϕξΛn´1 pTΛn´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ϕξΛ1 pTΛ1q.

Next theorem (Theorem 3.10) is a sligthly stronger version of Theorem
1.3 (see [4]) because the state ϕˆ that we construct is a vector state. It is the
main result in this section. The proof Theorem 3.10 uses technology that
we develop in this paper and it is, therefore, different than the one in [4].
In particular, Lemma 3.9 is the key ingredient in it.
Theorem 3.10. Let pAα, ϕα, ψαq and pAβ, ϕβ, ψβq denote unital C
˚-algebras
with pairs of states pϕα, ψαq and pϕβ, ψβq, respectively. For each one of the
states above, we denote by
pHι, ξιq the GNS representation of ϕι, piι : Aι Ñ BpHιq,
pKι, ηιq the GNS representation of ψι, σι : Aι Ñ BpKιq.
We set
ppH, ξq, pK, ηqq :“ ppHα, ξαq, pKα, ηαqq ˚ ppHβ, ξβq, pKβ, ηβqq
and let ρι : Aι Ñ BpHq be given by ριpxq “ Λppiιpxq,σιpxqq. We define Aˆ as the
unital C˚-algebra generated by ριpAιq, ι “ α, β and let ϕˆ denote the vector
state of BpHq induced by ξ.
Then, pAˆ, ϕˆq is a reduced ψ-product for pAα, ϕα, ψαq and pAβ, ϕβ, ψβq.
Proof. From the definition of the operator ριpxq it is straightforward to
verify that ϕˆpριpxqq “ ϕιpxq. Hence, from Lemma 3.9 we deduce the fac-
torization property for ϕˆ (Eq. (1)).
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From Lemma 3.6, it follows that ρι is a unital and injective ˚-representation
of A. The only property that needs to be checked is addition. We prove it
for ι “ α, the case ι “ β is analogous. As in Lemma 3.6, let P denote the
orthogonal projection onto Cξ ‘Hoα, then using Lemma 3.6 we have:
ραpx` yq “ Λpταpx`yq,σαpx`yqq
“ Λpταpx`yq,σαpx`yqqP ` Λpταpx`yq,σαpx`yqqP
K
“ Λpταpxq,σαpx`yqqP ` Λpταpyq,σαpx`yqqP
` Λpταpx`yq,σαpxqqP
K ` Λpταpx`yq,σαpyqqP
K
“ Λpταpxq,σαpxqqP ` Λpταpyq,σαpyqqP
` Λpταpxq,σαpxqqP
K ` Λpταpyq,σαpyqqP
K
“ Λpταpxq,σαpxqq ` Λpταpyq,σαpyqq
“ ραpxq ` ραpyq.

4. Free copies of c. free algebras
4.1. Free copies. In Section 3 and specially in Theorem 3.10 we prove
that the reduced ψ-product pAˆ, ϕˆq of Theorem 1.3 can be chosen in such
a way that ϕˆ is a vector state. Here we address a similar question, but
instead of Theorem 1.3 we consider Definition 1.1 (c. free algebras). More
precisely, we prove that the vectors ϕ, ψ in Definition 1.1 can be selected
to be vector states, in the case that F contains only two elements. Here
we need to replace the algebras Aι by copies of them and the states ϕ and
ψ are substituted by vector states ϕξ and ψη˜, respectively (ϕξ is the vector
state at ξ and ψη˜ is the vector state at η˜). Moreover, we prove that these
copies of the algebras Aι are free with respect to ψη˜.
Lemma 4.1. For any pair of operators Tα, Sα,
xΛpTα,Sαqξ, ξy “ xTαξα, ξαy.
A similar result holds true if we replace α by β.
Proof. We prove the result for α, the corresponding result for β is proved
analogously.
xΛpTα,Sαqξ, ξy “ xxTαξα, ξαyξ ` P
K
ξα
Tαξα, ξy
“ xTαξα, ξαy.

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Lemma 4.2. For any unit vectors, koi P K
o
i , h
o
i P H
o
i , i “ α, β and operators
Tα, Sα, Tβ, Sβ:
xΛpTα,Sαqk
o
β b h
o
α, k
o
β b h
o
αy “ xSαηα, ηαy,
xΛpTβ ,Sβqk
o
α b h
o
β, k
o
α b h
o
βy “ xSβηβ, ηβy.
Proof.
ΛpTα,Sαqpk
o
β b h
o
αq “ xSαηα, ηαyk
o
β b h
o
α
` pPKηαSαηαq b k
o
β b h
o
α,
ΛpTβ ,Sβqpk
o
α b h
o
βq “ xSβηβ , ηβyk
o
α b h
o
β
` pPKηβSβηβq b k
o
α b h
o
β .

Lemma 4.3. For any unit vectors, koi P K
o
i , h
o
i P H
o
i , i “ α, β and operators
Tα, Sα, Tβ, Sβ:
xΛpTβ ,Sβqpk
o
β b h
o
αq, k
o
β b h
o
αy “ xSβk
o
β, k
o
βy,
xΛpTα,Sαqpk
o
α b h
o
βq, k
o
α b h
o
βy “ xSαk
o
α, k
o
αy.
Proof. We only prove the first identity, since the proof of the second is
similar.
A direct computation brings
ΛpTβ ,Sβqpk
o
β b h
o
αq “ xSβk
o
β, ηβyh
o
α ` pP
K
ηβ
Sβk
o
βq b h
o
α,
hence
xΛpTβ ,Sβqpk
o
β b h
o
αq, k
o
β b h
o
αy “ xpP
K
ηβ
Sβk
o
βq b h
o
α, k
o
β b h
o
αy
“ xPKηβSβk
o
β, k
o
βy
“ xSβk
o
β, P
K
ηβ
koβy
“ xSβk
o
β, k
o
βy.

We are now ready to prove the main theorem in this section.
Theorem 4.4. Let pA, ϕ, ψq be a unital ˚-algebra with two states and as-
sume that:
(1) A “ spantu P A : u is a unitary of A u;
(2) ϕ is not a unital ˚-homomorphism.
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Given Aα,Aβ Ă A, unital ˚-sub-algebras, conditionally free w.r.t. pϕ, ψq,
there are: a Hilbert space H; unit vectors ξ, η˜ in H and unital, injective,
˚-representations ρα : AÑ BpHq, ρβ : AÑ BpHq, such that:
(1) For all a in Aα and b Aβ,
ϕpaq “ xραpaqξ, ξy, ϕpbq “ xρβpbqξ, ξy,
ψpaq “ xραpaqη˜, η˜y, ψpbq “ xρβpbqη˜, η˜y.
(2) ραpAαq and ρβpAβq are c. free w.r.t. the vector states at (ξ, η˜).
(3) ραpAαq and ρβpAβq are free w.r.t the vector state at η˜.
Proof. The assumption
A “ spantu P A : u is a unitary of A u
and the GNS representation imply that there are pointed Hilbert spaces
pHα, ξαq, pKα, ηαq and unital ˚-representations τα : A Ñ BpHαq, σα : A Ñ
BpKαq, such that, for all x P A,
ϕpxq “ xταpxqξα, ξαy, ψpxq “ xσαpxqηα, ηαy (3)
(see Proposition 7.2 in [11]).
Next, we take Hβ :“ Hα‘Hα, Kβ :“ Kα‘Kα, ξβ :“ pξα, 0q, ηβ :“ pηα, 0q.
Consider the representations τβ : A Ñ BpHβq and σβ : A Ñ BpKβq given
by τβpxq :“ ταpxq ‘ ταpxq and σβpxq :“ σαpxq ‘ σαpxq, respectively. Then,
we also have that for all x P A,
ϕpxq “ xτβpxqξβ, ξβy, ψpxq “ xσβpxqηβ, ηβy “ xσβpxqη
K
β , η
K
β y, (4)
where we denote by ηKβ :“ p0, ηαq and notice that η
K
β is a unit vector in K
o
β.
Now, we construct the c. free product of pointed Hilbert spaces:
ppH, ξq, pK, ηqq :“ ppHα, ξαq, pKα, ηαqq ˚ ppHβ, ξβq, pKβ, ηβqq.
Since ϕ is not a unital homomorphism, dimpHαq ą 1. Let h
o
α P H
o
α be a
unit vector. Now we set η˜ :“ ηKβ b h
o
α.
We define the maps ρι : AÑ BpHq given by ριpxq :“ Λpτιpxq,σιpxqq, ι “ α, β.
In a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 3.10, it can be showed that
these maps are unital, injective, ˚-representations of A. Hence, as unital
˚-algebras, Aα is isomorphic to ραpAαq and Aβ is isomorphic to ρβpAβq.
From Lemma 4.1, (3) and (4) it follows that for any a in Aα and b in Aβ
xραpaqξ, ξy “ ϕpaq, xρβpbqξ, ξy “ ϕpbq.
Lemma 4.2 along with (3) imply that, for all a in Aα,
xραpaqη˜, η˜y “ ψpaq.
Now, for all b in Aβ, we prove that
xρβpbqη˜, η˜y “ ψpbq.
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This is a consequence of Lemma 4.3 and (4), because
xρβpbqη˜, η˜y “ xΛpτβpbq,σβpbqqη˜, η˜y
“ xpΛpτβpbq,σβpbqqpη
K
β b h
o
αq, η
K
β b h
o
αy
“ xσβpbqη
K
β , η
K
β y
“ ψpbq.
From Lemma 3.9, it follows that ραpAαq and ρβpAβq are c. free w.r.t. the
vector states at pξ, η˜q.
What remains to be proven is that ραpAαq and ρβpAβq are free w.r.t. the
vector state at η˜, i.e. they satisfy Definition 2.1. It is, therefore, necessary
to consider alternating products of elements of ραpAαq and ρβpAβq. In this
proof, we only analyze products that start with elements of ραpAαq and end
with elements of ρβpAβq. This, of course, does not cover all possible cases,
but the other cases can be studied similarly. The desired result is a direct
consequence of Eq. (5) below. Now we introduce some notation in order to
simplify our formulas.
We denote by Λa the elements of ραpAαq and by Λb the elements of ρβpAβq.
Hence, we can write
Λa “ ΛpTa,Saq, Λb “ ΛpTb,Sbq,
where Ta “ ταpaq, Sa “ σαpaq, Tb “ τβpbq, Sb “ σβpbq.
We show that
ΛbprqΛaprq ¨ ¨ ¨Λbp1qΛap1qη˜ “ pP
K
ηβ
Sbprqηβq b pP
K
ηα
Saprqηαq b ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ bpPKηβSbp1qηβq b pP
K
ηα
Sap1qηαq b η˜, (5)
whenever r ě 1, ap1q, . . . , aprq are elements in Aα and bp1q, . . . , bprq are
elements in Aβ that satisfy
xΛapjqη˜, η˜y “ 0 “ xΛbpjqη˜, η˜y, for all j “ 1, . . . , r.
To prove (5) we proceed by induction in r.
For r “ 1, we have:
ΛpTap1q,Sap1qqη˜ “ xSap1qηα, ηαyη˜ ` pP
K
ηα
Sap1qηαq b η˜
“ xΛap1qη˜, η˜yη˜ ` pP
K
ηα
Sap1qηαq b η˜
“ pPKηαSap1qηαq b η˜,
which implies
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ΛpTbp1q,Sbp1qqΛpTap1q,Sap1qqη˜ “ ΛpTbp1q,Sbp1qqppP
K
ηα
Sap1qη1q b η˜q
“ xSbp1qηβ, ηβypP
K
ηα
Sap1qηαq b η˜
` pPKηβSbp1qηβq b pP
K
ηα
Sap1qηαq b η˜
“ xΛbp1qη˜, η˜ypP
K
ηα
Sap1qηαq b η˜
` pPKηβSbp1qηβq b pP
K
ηα
Sap1qηαq b η˜
“ pPKηβSbp1qηβq b pP
K
ηα
Sap1qηαq b η˜.
Now, assume that (5) holds and let
X :“ pPKηβSbprqηβq b pP
K
ηα
Saprqηαq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pP
K
ηβ
Sbp1qηβq b pP
K
ηα
Sap1qηαq b η˜.
Then
ΛpTapr`1q,Sapr`1qqpXq “ xSapr`1qηα, ηαyX ` pP
K
ηα
Sapr`1qηαq bX
“ pPKηαSapr`1qηαq bX.
and
ΛpTbpr`1q,Sbpr`1qqΛpTapr`1q,Sapr`1qqpXq “ xSbpr`1qηβ, ηβypP
K
ηα
Sapr`1qηαq bX
` pPKηβSbpr`1qηβq b pP
K
ηα
Sapr`1qηαq bX
“ pPKηβSbpr`1qηβq b pP
K
ηα
Sapr`1qηαq bX.

5. The cR-transform and its linearization property
As an application of Theorem 4.4 we give an alternative proof of the
linearization property of the conditionally free R-transform. We follow the
proof of Haagerup in [6] and in order to avoid repetitions we only present
the arguments that use tools introduced in this paper. In this section, we
denote by pA, ϕ, ψq a unital C˚-algebra with two states.
Notation 5.1. For an element a in A and a complex number t with |t| ă 1
}a}
, denote
haptq :“ ψpp1´ taq
´1q, h˜aptq :“ ϕpp1´ taq
´1q,
kaptq :“ thaptq, k˜aptq :“ th˜aptq.
The following lemma is essentially Proposition 3.1-(a) in [6] and the only
important observation to make is that the bijectivity of the functions ka, k˜a
does not rely on the state that we use to define them.
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Lemma 5.2. ka and k˜a are bijections from B 1
4}a}
p0q onto a neighbourhood
of 0 which contains B 1
6}a}
p0q. Here we use the notation Brpzq :“ tt P C :
|t´ z| ă ru.
Using this lemma we can give a definition for the conditionally free R-
transform, with respect to pϕ, ψq.
Definition 5.3. For a in A, its c. free R-transform, denoted by R
pϕ,ψq
a or
cRa, is defined by
Rpϕ,ψqa pzq “
$&
%
1
k´1a pzq
´ 1
k˜apk
´1
a pzqq
0 ă |z| ă 1
6}a}
,
ϕpaq z “ 0.
(6)
We denote by
Gψa pλq :“
8ÿ
n“0
λ´n´1ψpanq “ ψppλ1A ´ aq
´1q, |λ| ą }a},
the Cauchy transform of a with respect to ψ, which is an analytic func-
tion. It is straightforward to verify that kaptq “ G
ψ
a p1{tq and, therefore,
pGψa q
´1pzq “ 1
k´1a pzq
. Hence we can rewrite (6) as
Rpϕ,ψqa pG
ψ
a pλqq “ λ´
1
G
ϕ
a pλq
, (7)
where we use that k˜aptq “ G
ϕ
a p1{tq. Eq. (7) is the analytic description given
in Theorem 5.2 of [5].
Definition 5.4. Take a, b P A and let Aa and Ab denote the unital C
˚-
algebras generated by a and b respectively. We say that a and b are c. free
with respecto to pϕ, ψq if Aa and Ab are c. free with respecto to pϕ, ψq.
Lemma 5.5. Let a, b be two elements c. free with respect to pϕ, ψq. Denote
apt1q “ p1´ t1aq
´1 ´ hapt1q1A, |t1| ă
1
}a}
,
bpt2q “ p1´ t2bq
´1 ´ hbpt2q1A, |t2| ă
1
}b}
. (8)
Then
(1) apt1q, bpt2q are c. free with respect to pϕ, ψq and ψpapt1qq “ ψpbpt2qq “
0.
(2) For every ρ P C:
p1´ t1aqp1´ ρapt1qbpt2qqp1´ t2bq “ c0 ` c1a` c2b` c3ab
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where:
c0 “ c0pρ, t1, t2q “ 1´ ρphapt1q ´ 1qphbpt2q ´ 1q,
c1 “ c1pρ, t1, t2q “ ´t1p1` ρhapt1q ´ ρhapt1qhbpt2qq,
c2 “ c2pρ, t1, t2q “ ´t2p1` ρhbpt2q ´ ρhapt1qhbpt2qq,
c3 “ c3pρ, t1, t2q “ t1t2p1´ ρhapt1qhbpt2qq.
(3) Further assume }ρapt1qbpt2q} ă 1. Then c0 ` c1a ` c2b ` c3ab is
invertible and
ϕppc0 ` c1a` c2b` c3abq
´1q “
h˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
1´ ρrh˜apt1q ´ hapt1qsrh˜bpt1q ´ hbpt2qs
.
Proof. For the first part, notice that apt1q and bpt2q lie in the unital C
˚-
algebras generated by a and b, respectively, hence these elements are c.
free. On the other hand, it is straightforward to prove that ψpapt1qq “
ψpbpt2q “ 0.
Part (2) is a direct algebraic computation as in Lemma 3.3. in [6].
For part (3), notice that Item p1q implies that ϕpapt1qqϕpbpt2qq “ ϕpapt1qbpt2qq
and, therefore, |ρϕpapt1qqϕpbpt2qq| ď }ρapt1qbpt2q} ă 1. It follows that
1´ ρϕpapt1qqϕpbpt2qq and 1´ ρapt1qbpt2q are invertible. Then we can write
pc0 ` c1a` c2b` c3abq
´1 “ p1´ t2bq
´1p1´ ρapt1qbpt2qq
´1p1´ t1aq
´1
“ phbpt2q1A ` bpt2qqp1´ ρapt1qbpt2qq
´1
phapt1q1A ` apt1qq
“ f0 ` f1 ` f2 ` f3,
where:
f0 “ hapt1qhbpt2q
8ÿ
n“0
ρnpapt1qbpt2qq
n,
f1 “ hbpt2q
8ÿ
n“0
ρnpapt1qbpt2qq
napt1q,
f2 “ hapt1q
8ÿ
n“0
ρnbpt2qpapt1qbpt2qq
n,
f3 “
8ÿ
n“0
ρnbpt2qpapt1qbpt2qq
napt1q.
Since ψpapt1qq “ ψpbpt2qq “ 0 and apt1q, bpt2q are c. free w.r.t. pϕ, ψq we
obtain
ϕ
˜
8ÿ
n“0
pρapt1qbpt2qq
n
¸
“
8ÿ
n“0
ρnϕpapt1qq
nϕpbpt2qq
n “ p1´ρϕpapt1qqϕpapt2qqq
´1
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By the definition of h˜a and h˜b and Eq. (8),
D :“ ϕpapt1qqϕpbpt2qq “ rh˜apt1q ´ hapt1qsrh˜bpt2q ´ hbpt2qs.
It follows that (here we use again that ψpapt1qq “ ψpbpt2qq “ 0 and
apt1q, bpt2q are c. free w.r.t. pϕ, ψq),
ϕpf0q “ hapt1qhbpt2qp1´ ρDq
´1,
ϕpf1q “ hbpt2qrh˜apt1q ´ hapt1qsp1´ ρDq
´1,
ϕpf2q “ hapt1qrh˜bpt2q ´ hbpt2qsp1´ ρDq
´1,
ϕpf3q “ Dp1´ ρDq
´1.
A direct computation shows
h˜apt1qh˜bpt2q “ hapt1qhbpt2q ` rh˜apt1q ´ hapt1qshbpt2q
` hapt1qrh˜bpt2q ´ hbpt2qs
` rh˜apt1q ´ hapt1qsrh˜bpt2q ´ hbpt2qs.

A minor modification of the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [6] proves the next
lemma.
Lemma 5.6. Assume a and b are c. free with respect to pϕ, ψq and |t1| ă
1
4}a}
, |t2| ă
1
4}b}
.
Then hapt1q ‰ 0, hbpt2q ‰ 0, hapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1 ‰ 0.
Even more, if
t1hapt1q “ t2hbpt2q (9)
then
(1) the number
t :“
t1hapt1q
hapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1
“
t2hbpt2q
hapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1
,
satisfies |t| ă 1
}a`b}
.
(2) for t as before it also holds
h˜a`bptq “ rhapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1s
h˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
hapt1qh˜bpt2q ` hbpt2qh˜apt1q ´ h˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
.
Proof. First part is just Lemma is part (a) of Theorem 3.4 in [6].
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Regarding part (2), taking ρ “ 1
hapt1qhbpt2q
in previos lemma yileds
c0 “
hapt1q ` hapt2q ´ 1
hapt1qhbpt2q
,
c1 “ ´
t1
hbpt2q
,
c2 “ ´
t2
hapt1q
,
c3 “ 0,
t “ ´
c1
c0
“ ´
c2
c0
,
and c0 ` c1a ` c2b` c3ab “ c0p1´ tpa ` bqq.
Hence
h˜a`bptq “ c0ϕppc0 ` c1a ` c2b` c3abq
´1q
“ c0h˜apt1qh˜bpt2qp1´ ρrh˜apt1q ´ hapt1qsrh˜bpt2q ´ hbpt2qsq
´1
which simplifies to the desired expression. 
Now we are in position to prove the desired linearizing property.
Theorem 5.7. Let a and b be to elements in A c. free with respect to
pϕ, ψq. For |z| ă mint 1
6}a}
, 1
6}b}
, 1
6}a`b}
u,
R
pϕ,ψq
a`b pzq “ R
pϕ,ψq
a pzq `R
pϕ,ψq
b pzq. (10)
Proof. Firstly, notice that if ϕ is a ˚-homomorphism, R
pϕ,ψq
a pzq “ ϕpaq for
any a. Hence it is trivial that R
pϕ,ψq
a`b “ R
pϕ,ψq
a ` R
pϕ.ψq
b . Hence we might
assume ϕ is not a ˚-homomorphism.
By Theorem 4.4 we might assume that a and b are free with respect to
ψ.
Since |z| ă mint 1
6}a}
, 1
6}b}
, 1
6}a`b}
u, all inverse functions nedded to define
Rpϕ,ψq are well defined. Now, take
t1 “ k
´1
a pzq, t2 “ k
´1
b pzq, t3 “ k
´1
a`bpzq
that satisfy Eq. (9):
t1hapt1q “ kapt1q “ z “ kbpt2q “ t2hbpt2q. (11)
With this notation, and by Definition 5.3 (Eq. (6)), we can rewrite (10)
as
1
t3
ˆ
1´
1
h˜a`bpt3q
˙
“
1
t1
ˆ
1´
1
h˜apt1q
˙
`
1
t2
ˆ
1´
1
h˜bpt2q
˙
(12)
Lemma 5.6 (we can use it because Eq. (11) is satisfied) implies that the
number (see also Eq. (11), again)
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t “
t1hapt1q
hapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1
“
t2hbpt2q
hapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1
, (13)
satisfies
h˜a`bptq “ rhapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1s
h˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
hapt1qh˜bpt2q ` hbpt2qh˜apt1q ´ h˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
.
From the latter we obtain
1
t
ˆ
1´
1
h˜a`bptq
˙
“
h˜a`bptq ´ 1
th˜a`bptq
“
hapt1qh˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
tphapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1qh˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
`
hbpt2qh˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
tphapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1qh˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
´
hapt1qh˜bpt2q
tphapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1qh˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
´
hbpt2qh˜apt1q
tphapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1qh˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
Using Eq. (13) (the term in the middle) we obtain that
hapt1qh˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
tphapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1qh˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
´
hapt1qh˜bpt2q
tphapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1qh˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
“
1
t1
ˆ
1´
1
h˜apt1q
˙
. (14)
Using Eq. (13) (the term on the right) we obtain that
hbpt2qh˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
tphapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1qh˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
´
hbpt2qh˜apt1q
tphapt1q ` hbpt2q ´ 1qh˜apt1qh˜bpt2q
“
1
t2
ˆ
1´
1
h˜bpt2q
˙
. (15)
Eqs. (14), (14) and (15) imply that
1
t
ˆ
1´
1
h˜a`bptq
˙
“
1
t1
ˆ
1´
1
h˜apt1q
˙
`
1
t2
ˆ
1´
1
h˜bpt2q
˙
. (16)
Comparing (12) and (16), it suffices to show
1
t3
ˆ
1´
1
h˜a`bpt3q
˙
“
1
t
ˆ
1´
1
h˜a`bptq
˙
.
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But, since a and b are free with respect to ψ, Theorem 4.3 in [6] implies
t “ t3, and hence we get the conclusion. 
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